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Increased Sales
Revenue

 
Reduced

Obsolescence 
 

Increased Planner
Productivity 

 
Increased

Manufacturing
Efficiency

 
 

ketteQ’s Production and Capacity
Planning solution
maximizes manufacturing
efficiency and productivity with real-
time company-wide visibility of
inventory, production capacity, and
raw material constraints with material
requirements planning (MRP)
functionality. Available and Capable-
To-Promise (ATP/CTP) logic
anticipates and manages order
delivery commitments. 

UNPRECEDENTED PRODUCTION &
CAPACITY PLANNING

Realize Immediate Value

Decision-Grade Analytics at your Fingerprints

Built on Salesforce and AWS clouds,
ketteQ is the only comprehensive
planning solution that seamlessly
synchronizes sales forecasts and orders
with available inventory and capacity for
the most accurate plan to improve sales
revenues, reduced obsolescence, and
increased planner productivity and
manufacturing efficiency. 
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ketteQ has done all the groundwork for you so that you can reap the benefits.  Let us show
you how you can elevate your existing Supply Chain planning & execution. To learn more
about our products and services, visit us at ketteq.com/contact.   

Unmatched Manufacturing Production &
Capacity Planning Automation

GREATER VISIBILITY | OPTIMAL DECISION MAKING 

By utilizing always-on AI / ML analytics, ketteQ set inventory plans for every product,
across the network, that optimized the product mix and echelon relationships. The
advanced analytics then carries into the replenishment plan that considers the
timing and mixes needed to best accommodate supply capacity constraints and
lead times. The result is a plan that coordinates all stakeholders across the network
to deliver the best results for sales and finance.

Built on an architecture that leverages Salesforce and AWS clouds, ketteQ is not only
secure and scalable but easily integrates with an organization's existing ERP, CRM,
TMS, and legacy systems to deliver connected intelligence across regions,
departments, and even external stakeholders.

ketteQ’s workflow and dashboard features remove supply chain capacity blind spots,
reducing time and errors with automated and streamlined processes for sales and
operations and integrated business planning decisions, notification, and approval
systems. 

Manufacturing Capacity Planning (MRP) 

Available and Capable To Promise (ATP/CTP) Logic 

Multi-level Bill Of Material (BOM) Supported 

Identified Process Bottlenecks 

Weekly Planning Buckets and Production Plan Dashboards 

Support of Multiple Units of Measurement 

Scenario Management  


